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ROADMAP TO RICHES FRANK THOMAS PACKS A CHUCK NORRIS PUNCH!
Chuck as always been known for his support of good moral character and achievements in helping the younger generation by keeping them out of trouble.
Folklore exemplifies how you shouldn’t mess with Chuck Norris and the same facts could well apply to Frank Thomas!

·    When taking the SAT, write "Frank Thomas" for every answer. You will score over 8000.

·    Frank Thomas invented black. In fact, he invented the entire spectrum of visible light. Except pink. Tom Cruise invented pink.

·    On his birthday, Frank Thomas randomly selects one lucky child to be thrown into the sun.

·    Frank Thomas has 12 moons. One of those moons is the Earth.

·    Archeologists unearthed an old English dictionary dating back to the year 1236. It defined "victim" as "one who has encountered Frank Thomas"

·    Frank Thomas ordered a Big Mac at Burger King, and got one.

·    Frank Thomas can drink an entire gallon of milk in thirty-seven seconds.

·    The show Survivor had the original premise of putting people on an island 
with Frank Thomas. There were no survivors, and nobody is brave enough to go to the island to retrieve the footage.

·    It takes Frank Thomas 20 minutes to watch 60 Minutes.

·    There are no weapons of mass destruction in Iraq, Frank Thomas lives in Oklahoma.

·    Frank Thomas played Russian Roulette with a fully loaded gun and won

You get the picture. Now does Frank have any political inclinations?
We’re not going to venture saying! But one thing is for sure; If Frank has committed to show you how to replace your 9 to 5 job with an income producing
opportunity such as Road Map To Riches, then you can take his word to the bank, literally!

Frank and Rocketwealthsys.net are taking the home based business model to an entirely different level with a revised training course that even a 5year old
child could follow. “ We need to get folks in profit mode right out of the gate or they will get this sinking feeling that they are not going to succeed” Frank said.
“ The most memorable moments are when I get a call from a student telling me someone came on board last night and it’s a done deal” Now that’s when it
really sinks in for them that “Oh my gosh it works!”

To summarize the features of Road Map to Riches, the 2up system allows you to earn a $999.00 commission over and over like clockwork and directing the
money into a bank account of your choice.

There are many good opportunities out there ready to help you earn above average incomes from the comfort of your house. Frank enjoys the friendship of
many fellow marketers affiliated with various 2-up systems and will direct you to the one that best fit your need.

As of any chances of him joining the upcoming presidential race, he simply says: “Not this go round”
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